ANNOUNCEMENT

The Georgia Center for Continuing Education proudly announces

THE GEORGIA ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS CURRICULA DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

June 18-19, 1983

The workshop is being offered to aid colleges and universities primarily in the state of Georgia with the development of a basic course on environmental ethics. Faculty from any department interested in offering a course in environmental ethics are invited to participate. Faculty from other states are welcome, although preference will be shown for in-state faculty who register on or before the end of the pre-registration period.

The workshop will be conducted by Dr. Eugene C. Hargrove, editor of *Environmental Ethics*. Dr. Hargrove has had extensive experience in the field of environmental ethics both as an editor and as a university professor, and has developed both undergraduate and graduate level courses in the subject at the University of Georgia and the University of New Mexico.

The workshop will cover the following subjects:
- The role of philosophy and theology in environmental affairs
- The social and political implications of environmental ethics
- Aldo Leopold's land ethic
- The philosophical foundations of animal rights
- The foundations of legal and moral rights for natural objects
- The grounds for obligations to future generations

For further information and a registration form write:

The Georgia Environmental Ethics
Curricula Development Workshop
Georgia Center for Continuing Education
The University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602